Excellence in Education Under the Gospel

If you would like to forward any photos you have taken of your child participating in an activity,
please send them to childcare@bsls.ca or pictures@bsls.ca.

ANIMAL WALK
This is great for children to use their imaginations and pretend to be animals they have seen in
books or even at the zoo.
Bear Walk –Have your child move around on their hands and feet with the front of their body
facing the ground and their bottom up in the air. Ask if they are a black bear? A grizzly? Or
maybe even a polar bear?
Elephant Swing – Get your child to put their arms together in front of their body
and then swing from side to side as if their arms are an elephant’s trunk.
Penguin Walk – Keep arms straight by their side and take short, quick steps.
Encourage them to try walking on their heels to waddle like a penguin.
Flamingo Hop – Ask your child to stand on one foot and do a small jump. When
they hop have them switch off which leg is raised to practice balancing.
Crab Walk – Tell your child to sit down with their hands by their side and
their fingers pointed towards their feet. Tell them to push up on their hands
and feet so their body is like a table. Keep hips high to work on
strengthening core muscles. If your child is ready for a balance challenge try
touching right hand to left foot while in the crab walk position, then switch
hands to work on balancing.
Snake Slither – Lie on stomach and move forward trying not to leave the floor as much as
possible, like an army crawl.
Seal Slide – Have your child lie on their stomach then push up on hands until their arms are
straight. Have them move across the room while dragging their legs.
Duck Walk – Squat down and walk around from there. Keep your arms out or bend them to look
like wings.

Kangaroo Jump – Keep legs together and get as low as possible. Jump
straight up as high as possible while keeping your legs together.
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